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Concrete physical form finding based on computational combined formwork
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Abstract. This project proposes a physical form finding design
method by generating concrete flexible formwork through digital
algorithm, which aims to explore the potential formal correlation
between real material as the medium of transmitting information in
physical space and virtual data, so as to discuss the autonomy and
intelligence of material under the support of digital design technology.
The first part of this paper first discusses the current situation of the
application and development of concrete materials in the field of digital
construction in recent years, and then studies the adaptability of flexible
formwork to the flowable characteristics of concrete materials; Then,
the second part puts forward the moulding method of concrete physical
shape finding through flexible and rigid composite formwork, and tries
to explore the influence of formwork shape under the control of digital
algorithm on this process; The third part of the paper records the process
of concrete moulding experiment under this method to discuss the
internal relationship between the physical form of concrete and
combined formwork.
Keywords. Physical Form Finding; Textile Concrete Formwork;
Material Attributes; Concrete Fabrication; SDG 9.
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1. Background
1.1. CONCRETE APPLICATION IN DIGITAL FABRICATION
As an ancient building material, concrete has been used for thousands of years in
human civilization. In the field of digital design, concrete material is used by many
research teams for innovative application research of digital construction because of its
unique material properties and cheap raw material sources.
The application of concrete in digital construction mostly focuses on additive
manufacturing technology. In these studies, the layered 3D printing manufacturing
process is carried out by loading the concrete extruder with a robotic arm (see Figure
1. a) (Breseghello et al., 2021) (Ahmed et al., 2016). The ETH BRG research team led
by Philippe block proposed a textile fabric template as the basic flexible material for
curved plastic shape, and then sprayed the concrete evenly on the fabric surface to form
a curved weighing structure (see Figure 1.b) (Popescu et al., 2018). Early to 2001,
compared with those innovation manipulation with concrete, in the research history
about the application of textile concrete formwork, Mark West has applied a new
construction method replacing rigid formwork panels with a flexible textile membrane
that deflects under the dead weight of wet concrete in both advanced and basic building
economies, which provides numerous advantages and opportunities for architecture,
engineering, and construction technology (see Figure 2.c) (West, 2001). Years later,
Andrew Kudless proved the point foceed on flexible formwork castings are resonant
with material energy which borne from the complex negotiation between liquid mass
and tensile constraint, by fabrication series of precast architectural assemblies. (see
Figure 2.d) (Kudless, 2011). Besides, in the 2019 digitalFUTURES workshop held in
Tongji University, the group “computational design and engineering of tensioned
formworks for concrete shells” using waterproof fiber cloth as double curved structural
formwork and moulding concrete into the cavity between two layer (see Figure 1. e).
1.2. CONCRETE MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE
Up to now, the dialogue between Louis Kahn and brick is a very classic discussion in
the architectural field on exploring the construction form and following the material
properties. When he asked “what be brick want”, he not only focused on how to
maximize the effect of the physical properties of brick materials in the structural stress,
but also put forward a way to reorganize the traditional architectural elements, which
can tap the aesthetic value in the formal rationality of materials. Such as the
hypothetical conversation between Kahn and brick, our project also focuses on how to
innovate the structural form by using the material properties of concrete.
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Concrete material is mainly divided into two stages and states: the fluid state before
setting and hardening, that is, fresh concrete or concrete mixture; The hard state after
hardening, this special state change gives concrete unparalleled application
expansibility (Akçay et al., 2020). By virtue of the fluid properties of concrete, the
flexible formwork is applied in this project as the boundary of wrapping concrete. In
this way the concrete will form a natural solid form after it’s drying under influence by
gravity. The flexible formwork discussed here refers fabric formwork which is a
construction technique that involves the use of structural membranes as the primary
finishing material for concrete molds (Veenendaal et al., 2011). Unlike traditional rigid
formwork, this material is highly flexible and can deflect under the pressure of fresh
concrete. Early in 2008, Remo Pedreschi discussed the relationship on a conceptual
and methodological level between form, force and mass (Pedreschi, 2008). Along these
methodology, whose research group has explored series of flexible formwork
technologies that embrace the fluidity of concrete to facilitate the practical construction
of concrete structures with complex and efficient geometries (Hawkins et al., 2016).
The resulting form exhibits curvature as well as good surface treatment, which is
usually independent of concrete structures. The use of fluid responsive formwork is a
technique of constructing which allows the behaviour of material to engage with and
influence the building process itself.

Figure 1. a-Breseghello, Luca, Sanin, Sandro and Naboni, Roberto (2021), Toolpath
Simulation,Design and Manipulation in Robotic 3D Concrete Printing; b-Popescu, M., Reiter, L.,
Liew, A., Van Mele, T., Flatt, R. J., & Block, P. (2018, June). Building in concrete with an ultralightweight knitted stay-in-place formwork: prototype of a concrete shell bridge; c-West, M. (2001).
Fabric-formed concrete structures; d-Popescu, M., Reiter, L., Liew, A., Van Mele, T., Flatt, R. J., &
Block, P. (2018, June). Building in concrete with an ultra-lightweight knitted stay-in-place
formwork: prototype of a concrete shell bridge; e-2019 digitalFUTURES workshop, groupa:
computational design and engineering of tensioned formworks for concrete shells
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2. Method
2.1. WORKFLOW
Physical form finding requires simulation experiments under the condition of
controlling some constraints, which means a experiment-based study process.
Exploration of three key parts are carried out in turn, namely testing flexible forms and
characteristics of concrete under formwork restriction, conducting combination
relationship between rigid and flexible formwork and the bard boundary shape design
of rigid formwork itself, next in the process arrangement of the moulding process,
especially the flexible formwork set, which needs to give full space for concrete.

Figure 2. Workflow

In the workflow shown in the Figure 2, the combination of formwork is the key
content of this research, which is determined by rigid and flexible formwork
respectively. Flexible formwork will comply with the flow force of concrete and limit
the movement of that according to its elasticity. On the contrary, rigid formwork will
restrict the movement of concrete, limit it to a certain flow range and form a clear
boundary on the edge of soft and hard boundary. The results of physical finding are all
influence by fabrication process, which should be designed according to the
expectation.
2.2. PHYSICAL FORM FINDING METHOD
In the preliminary study of concrete physical form finding, a simple square cylindrical
is built for moulding concrete with rigid formwork surrounding outside (using wood
board as the hard boundary of ) and flexible formwork (using nylon stockings as the
soft boundary) placing in inside. In the middle of these two frames, another hard shape
of PVC circular pipe was also inserted. By adjusting the diameter and insertion height
of the circular pipe and the geometric relationship between pipes (as shown in the
diagram on the left of Figure 3). Together integrating into a complete concrete
moulding mold, two materials with different physical properties constitute a complete
composite formwork. According to its modeling characteristics, one wire is buried
inside the concrete to create the support of the lamp.
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Figure 3. Simple square cylindrical poring formwork

Through the combined formwork, the fluid concrete flows slowly and uniformly
under the influence of its own gravity and rigid formwork pressure under the wrapping
of flexible materials. This physical system finally achieves a force balance so that
concrete can be given full play to its advantages of material characteristics and presents
a seemingly soft form. Using this method, several combination method of flexible and
rigid formwork are explored in further experiments (shows in Figure 4). Since the same
Lycra fabric was used in the subsequent experiments, there was a certain formal
similarity in the form finding results formed by different formwork templates.

Figure 4. Physical form finding by combined moulding formwork

2.3. PARAMETRIC DESIGN FOR RIGID FORMWORK PATTERN
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In the boundary pattern design inside the rigid formwork, a parametric generation
method of Differential Growth rules is used to create the edge between flexible and
rigid formwork. Shows in the Figure 5, through the form finding research on the design
of several boundary forms, by using the hard formwork cut by several different
boundary shape shows in Figure 5 right side to carry out the concrete shape finding
experiment, the boundary shape shown on the left side of Figure 5 is finally obtained,
and its size and geometry characteristics are more suitable for flexible physical finding.

Figure 5. Logic of pattern design and experiment test result

3. Fabrication
3.1. FABRICATION SYSTEM
The fabrication process includes pattern design of form finding rigid template and
construction of supporting frame. Due to the functional requirements of this design is
to make a table that can support multiple barbecue pots, a central hole is required which
means the rigid pattern formwork that will applied in the centre of the whole frame
should be considered in the process of design (see figure 6, in this part one rigid wooden
plank is applied between two elastic fabrics in order to limit the natural flow of concrete
).
The diagram in Figure 6 shows the horizontal relationship between the formwork
structure. From the top to bottom, the hanger is used to tie with the elastic fabric. A
pinch is created in the centre part of the formwork in the order of wood plank, elastic
fabric, second wooden plank, the second layer of elastic fabric, third wood plank. The
concrete is moulding in between two layers of elastic Lycra fabric. The supports in the
bottom of the formwork is used to protect the pinch and the main pattern from broken.
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The main structure of the formwork consists of one layer of 9-mm-thick wood
plank and a layer of elastic fabric. Other parts of it is built by 9-mm-thick plank which
are cut in the factory then transported to the site. The bearing structure is the vertical
wood planks around sides, which are strengthened by central symmetrical structure
forming beams along sides. The elastic fabric is hung on the beam upon it by nylon
cable ties. The plate pinch in the middle is hang on the beam by steel strand. The
concrete is poured from those four sides and the final total weight of concrete is over
300 kg.

Figure 6. Supporting frame design

3.2. FABRICATION PROCESS
The complete fabrication process is divided into four steps (shows in Figure 8). Under
the restraint of the upper and lower layers of fabric and the extrusion of the middle rigid
formwork, the concrete presents the physical phenomenon of natural flow, and the final
hardening is shown in the Figure 9.

Figure 7. Exploded diagram of scaffold flipping

● Formwork installation in order
● Moulding concrete between two layer of Lycra fabric (see Figure 6)
● Flipping after concrete hardening (see Figure 7)
● Dissemble the whole supporting frame
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Figure 8. The fabrication process

Figure 9. Form finding result with parametric generated pattern
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Figure 10. Form detail

4. Conclusion
The use of fluid responsive formwork is a technique of constructing which allows the
behaviour of material to engage with and influence the building process itself. In this
project, the construction practicability of this method is discussed by applying a
combined formwork with flexible and rigid. Under the restriction of rigid formwork
generated and processed by digital tools, the state of concrete combines the free flow
characteristics of its own material attribute and the control of the physical attributes
under the restriction of combined formwork. It is obvious from the experimental
fabrication results that this form finding system has great great expansion potential by
change rigid pattern edge shape and the relation between two type of formwork.
Interestingly, before the concrete moulding experiment based on the form finding
method proposed in this study, there is no clear use of functional significance to endow
this structure, from that a new concept of "form follows fabrication" could be drew.
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